
1/64" (0.4mm) x 9mm
Ply brace for wing bands

Glue �n on top
of fuselage where

shown in plan view

Bottom spar

Rib

Top spar

Tip Section through wing showing
joints of spars to tip

Trailing edge
3/8" x 1/8" (9.5mm x 2.4mm)

FUSELAGE
SIDE VIEW

Clear plastic
windows

Pre-shaped
motor hook

from 18 S.W.G. wire

All gussets
from 1/8" sheet

Bind U/C
wire to

upright on
right hand
side with

thread

All fuselage frame
from 1/8" x 1/8" (3.2 x 3.2mm)

FIN

Tailplane 
position

1/8" x 1/8"
(3.2 x 3.2mm)

Balsa

F1 & F2 Are pre-cut
1/8" (3.2mm) parts

Leave uncovered here for
access to rubber motor

The slots are for the 1/8"
(3.2mm) square strip glued

to the top surface of the
tailplane to locate in

F1

F2

X

B

Use template to obtain
correct tilt in end ribs

of tips. This gives
dihedral angle

Dihedral template

POWER YOUR MODEL WITH
6 STRANDS OF 1/4" x 1/30 RUBBER 24" LONG

TOP VIEW OF
FUSELAGE

1/8"(3.2mm) Dowels 
for wing retaining bands

Clear plastic windscreen 

Hard balsa nose block

Parts N1-N3 are laser cut
1/8"(3.2mm) sheet
in�lls �tted �ush
with longerons

Cross braces 1/16" (1.6mm) 
Sheet let in
�ush with
longerons

1/16" (1.6mm) Diameter dowel for
rubber bands holding tail

Fin position shown dotted
Glue �n here squarely & �rmly

Short piece of plastic sleeve or a drop
of glue to retain the wheel

Tip

Bottom spar

Top spar

SECTION THROUGH TAILPANE
TOP SHOWING SPARS

Original design by

TYPICAL TAILPLANE SECTION

S1

S2Rear
spar

Upper spar

TAILPLANE

Sub-�ns glued to
bottom edge of rib

after covering

Laser cut 
1/8" (3.2mm) tips

Laser cut
1/16" (1.6mm)

Balsa ribs

Cover central
ribs with 1/32"
(0.8mm) sheet

1/8" (3.2mm) Square
strip glued to
top of sheet

covering

Peg for rubber bands
securing tailplane

SUB FIN

SUB FIN

SKETCH OF
THE COMPLETED

MODEL

Build up a plug from
3/8" x 1/8" (9.5 x 3.2mm)

hard balsa strip
on the back of the

nose block to be a good
�t in the fuselage nose

4" (200mm) Dihedral

Y

G1 G2

GussetsG3GussetsG3

GussetsG3

G4

G5G5

Bend end of prop
shaft to form

free-wheel

12" (305mm) 
Plastic propeller

Propeller & nose
bearing set at

2 degrees downthrust

3/32" (2.4mm) Square
top & bottom sparsLeading edge 1/8" (3.2mm)

square sanded to shape

WING SECTIONPre-cut 1/16" (1.6mm)
wing ribs

Trailing edge
3/8" x 1/8" (9.5mm x 2.4mm)

3/32" (2.4mm) Square
top & bottom

spars

Form the undercarriage wire

1/8" (3.2mm) Diameter
motor dowel

U/C wire
position
bind to

top cross
member

N1 Both sides

N2 is Top in�ll
N3 is Bottom in�ll

Leading edge 1/8" x 1/8" (3.2 x 3.2mm)

1/8" (3.2mm) parts
on both sides

1 1/2" (38mm)
Single wheel

LEFT
WING TIPT2

T1

3/32" (2.4mm) Square
top & bottom spars 

Leading edges 1/8" x 1/8" (3.2 x 3.2mm)

CENTRE
SECTION

RIGHT
WING TIP

Notch trailing
edges for
wing ribs

Pre-cut
1/16" (1.6mm)

balsa sheet
wing ribs

See note and
sketches for
tilt in these
wing ribs

T3

T4

Laser cut 
1/8" (3.2mm) 

wingtips

G6 glue into
bottom corner

GENERAL TIPS
During the build we suggest covering the plan in a clear plastic �lm to protect the plan as 
you build. You will need various hand tools, glues and other materials to complete this kit. 
These instructions are a brief overview of the major steps involved in building your Senator 
kit. Please read them through �rst then and study the plan diagrams/notes to guide you 
through the build process in more detail.

FUSELAGE
Pin down the longerons for one fuselage side by placing pins on either side of the strip 
wood. Cut the uprights to correct lengths and glue these accurately in place over the 
positions indicated. Glue piece ‘B’ in place at the rear end, also piece ‘Y’ and piece of 1/8” 
sheeting at the nose. When this �rst side is dry, cover it with a layer of cling �lm so that you 
can build the second side directly over it. When complete remove both sides from the plan. 
Hold the extreme rear ends together with a clip or clamp and insert top and bottom cross 
braces at the wing position, check for squareness and leave fuselage resting on the lower 
longerons until dry. Insert the cross braces at the extreme nose holding the sides in with a 
rubber band until set, then bind nose with thread and glue well, (see Top View) add the 
remaining cross braces top and bottom checking for squareness as you proceed. Glue 1/8” 
sheet �ush in top and bottom of the nose, glue 1/16” �ush in the top at �n position. Bend U/C 
wire to shape, place wheel on axle and bend up the end of the wire to retain the wheel, bind 
wire in place where shown in Side View, apply glue over thread for extra strength. Cut the 
sheet clear plastic to shape and glue in place for the cabin. Add wing and tail �xing dowels 
and the gussets to strengthen them. Roughly carve nose block to shape, build plug on back 
face as noted, plug into nose and sandpaper to a smooth �nish while on fuselage. Remove 
and drill hole in position shown to receive propeller shaft bearing bush. Glue this bush �rmly 
in place. Bend motor hook, thread through the nose block and propeller on the shaft. Bend 
the freewheel latch to shape and attach to propeller. Pin the outline of the �n to the plan, 
add pieces of 1/8” square, when dry sandpaper the rear edge to a taper and round o� the 
leading edge. Glue the �n in place squarely on top of the fuselage where indicated, glue the 
fairing ‘X’ in place. Sandpaper the whole fuselage with �ne sandpaper to remove rough 
edges, etc.

WING
Commencing with the Centre Section, pin down the three bottom spars by placing pins on 
either side of the 1/16” strip wood and position the trailing edge in a similar manner. Glue the 
ribs in their correct positions and pull the spars up into the notches. Glue the leading edge 
into front notches provided in the ribs, then add the top three spars and the gussets where 
shown. The Tips are constructed by locating the three bottom spars in between pins as for 
the Centre Section. Pin down the Trailing edge and position the ribs with pins. Apply glue to 
the lower rib notches and pull the spars up into these notches. SEE NOTE REGARDING TILT IN 
END RIBS as this governs the amount of dihedral at the extreme tips. Add the leading edge 
and tip pieces and join the spars to the tips as shown. The bottom spars terminate inside the 
tip pieces. The top spars are carried over the tip as can be seen in the sectional view through 
tip. When the three wing sections have set, glue the tips to the centre section and leave to 
dry with the tips propped up by 4”. Finally sandpaper the leading and trailing edges to 
shapes shown and �nish smooth all over.

TAILPLANE
Build the tailplane in similar fashion to the wing, cover the centre portion with 1/32” sheet, 
and glue a piece of 1/8” square exactly where indicated on the top surface. The sub�ns are 
added after covering with tissue. Round o� the leading edge and tips, taper the trailing edge 
down and �nish by sanding all over.

COVERING
When covering the model use tissue paste for an adhesive. Cover the fuselage sides, then the 
top and bottom, applying paste to the actual outline only. The wing is covered in six pieces, 
three above and three below. It is important that the tissue should be made to adhere to the 
lower spars of the wing, also to the under side curve of the ribs which is known as the 
“undercamber”. Use two pieces of tissue for the top of the tailplane and one for the 
underside. While covering any part of the model endeavour to eliminate as many wrinkles as 
possible. When all the parts are covered spray lightly with water and allow to dry, this 
tightens the covering prior to the application of dope. Apply two coats of dope to the 
fuselage, two thin coats to the wing and one coat to the �n and tailplane.

FLYING INSTRUCTIONS
Assemble the model and insert the speci�ed rubber motor into the fuselage. Choose a 
comparatively calm day for test �ights and select a �eld with fairly long grass. Your particular 
model may need balancing and this is executed by adding ordinary plasticine to the inside 
of the nose block or inside the extreme rear end of the fuselage, i.e. directly over the tail 
position. The model should be made to balance level when held on the �ngertips at the third 
spar back from the leading edge. Now glide the model into the wind, launch it �rmly and 
parallel to the ground. If it dives or noses down place a thin 1/32” to 1/16” strip of balsa under 
the leading edge of the tail. If it stalls, i.e. noses up and waves unsteadily, add a small amount 
of plasticine inside the nose block (or remove any previously placed in the tail). Continue test 
gliding until a long �oating glide is obtained. Give the motor 100 to 200 turns preferably 
“stretch” wound, place a strip of 1/16” down the left hand side of the nose block, then launch. 
The strip of 1/16” packing is to induce side thrust and should impart a right handed circling 
climb to the model. A small plastic ‘trim tab’ 1 1/2” x 1/2” glued down the trailing edge of the 
�n may be used to obtain a tighter turn under power followed by a larger gliding circle.

Tail
peg

Crack spars here
and glue joint

Part No: A-KK2060

Only Suitable for Ages 14+
To complete the model as illustrated you will need to purchase

further items such as tools and materials. Skill & patience required.

Choking Hazard - Contains small, keep out of reach of children.Keil Kraft Ⓡ is a registered trademark of
Ripmax Ltd. and all rights are reserved.

© Ripmax Ltd. 2017
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